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For a subgroup C of order p of a finite group G, we find the summand M of the
G 2 .p-adic permutation module ind Z such that H G, M / 0, and determine whenC p
M is the Scott module. This is applied to the study of torsion-free space groups.
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1. INTRODUCTION
If G is a torsion-free space group, then its translation subgroup L, which
is normal in G and free abelian of finite rank, is naturally a module for the
2 .finite group G s GrL, and we have an element a of H G, L whose
restriction to any non-identity subgroup of G is not zero. Such an a is
called special. Given G, how can we construct such L and a , and hence
w xG? As shown in 1 , one way of doing this is to pick a full set of
representatives X of subgroups of G of prime order up to conjugation,
and let
L s indGZ.[ C
CgX
2 . w xWe get a special a g H G, L since by Shapiro's Lemma 3, p. 91 we
have
H 2 G, indGZ ( H 2 C , Z ( H 1 C , QrZ ( Hom C , QrZ . .  .  . .C
In order to construct a torsion-free space group with translations having
smaller rank than the L above, we use p-adic methods, as suggested by
w xPlesken 6 . If C has order p, we let Z denote the p-adic integers, andp
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decompose indGZ into a direct sum [M of indecomposable Z G-mod-C p i p
ules. We have
[ H 2 G, M ( H 2 G, indGZ ( H 2 C , Z ( ZrpZ .  . .i i C p p
2 .so there is exactly one value of i with H G, M / 0, say i s 1. Ifi
 .  .possible, we try to find a ZG-lattice M C such that M ( Z m M C ; if1 p Z
we can do this for each C g X , then we can find a special a in
2  ..H G, [ M C .C g X
Plesken, in private communication, suggested that this summand M of1
G 2 .ind Z with H G, M / 0 might be the Scott module, although heC p 1
knows of examples where it is not. Here is our first result.
THEOREM 1. Let C be a subgroup of order p of the finite group G, and
suppose that indGZ s [ M where each M is an indecomposable Z G-C p i i i p
2 .module. Let M be the summand which satisfies H G, M / 0. Then M is1 1 1
the Scott module in indGZ if and only if the normalizer of C in G is equal toC p
the centralizer of C in G.
This follows from a more precise result.
 .THEOREM 2. Let C, G, and M be as in Theorem 1. Let N s N C ,1 G
and let Y be the F NrC-module of F -dimension 1, whose NrC-action comesp p
from the action of N on C. Let P be the Z NrC-module which is thep
Xprojecti¨ e co¨er of Y, and let P be the inflation of P to a Z N-module. Thenp
M is isomorphic to the Green correspondent of PX.1
If P is a p-subgroup of a finite group G, and if indGZ s [ M is aP p i i
decomposition into indecomposable Z G-modules, then denoting M sp i
GM rpM , we get a decomposition ind F s [ M and each M is stilli i P p i i i
 w xindecomposable as an F G-module. See 5, II.12.4 ; it can be proved byp
 G .  G .lifting idempotents from End ind F to End ind Z and from theZ GF G P p P ppp
fact that both these endomorphism rings have bases, essentially due to
w x .Schur 5, II.12.8 , which are in bijection. There is a unique summand Mi
 w xwhich contains the trivial F G-module as a submodule see 5, II.12.7 orp
w x.2 which is called a Scott module. The corresponding Z G-module M isp i
also called a Scott module; it is the unique summand of indGZ containingP p
a trivial submodule.
Theorem 2 is proved in the next section; Theorem 1 follows easily from
Theorem 2. We apply Theorem 2 to torsion-free space groups in Section 3.
2
Let C be a subgroup of order p of G. Assume that C is normal in G.
Let H be the centralizer of C in G. Then H is normal in G, and GrH is
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 .isomorphic to a subgroup of Aut C and therefore has order not divisible
by p.
Let Y be the left F G-module of F -dimension 1, with G acting on Y inp p
y1the same way that it acts on C via c ¬ gcg . Then H acts trivially on Y,
and since GrH has order prime to p, it follows that Y considered as an
F GrH-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of the regular modulep
GF GrH; in other words Y is a direct summand of ind F , where F is thep H p p
trivial F H-module.p
Let S be the Scott module in indH F . Then S contains a trivial F HC p p
submodule S of F -dimension 1. So we may identify Y as a direct0 p
G G  H .summand of ind S which in turn is a submodule of ind ind F , whichH 0 H C p
Gis isomorphic to ind F . Thus Y is isomorphic to an irreducible submoduleC p
of indG F .C p
As in Section 1, if we decompose indGZ s [ L as a direct sum ofC p i i
Gindecomposable Z G-modules, then ind F s [ L , and each L s L rpLp C p i i i i i
Gis indecomposable. Let L be an indecomposable summand of ind F1 C p
which contains a submodule isomorphic to Y.
2 .LEMMA. We ha¨e H G, L / 0.1
Proof. We have the exact sequence
0 ª L ª Q m L ª Q m L rL ª 0. .1 p Z 1 p Z 1 1p p
j .Using the fact that H G, Q m L s 0 for j ) 0, we see thatp Z 1p
H 2 G, L ( H 1 G, Q m L rL . .  . /1 p Z 1 1p
1  . .Hence it suffices to show that H G, Q m L rL / 0.p Z 1 1pX  . wLet L denote Q m L rL . We have the 5-term exact sequence 7, p.1 p Z 1 1px307
GX X X1 1 10 ª H GrC, L ª H G, L ª H C , L .  .  .1 1 1
ª H 2 GrC, LX ª H 2 G, LX . .  .1 1
As a Z GrC-module, L is a summand of Z GrC and is thereforep 1 p
1 X . 2 .projective; this implies that H GrC, L ( H GrC, L s 0 and1 1
1 X . 1 X .G 1 X .GH G, L ( H C, L . So we need only prove that H C, L / 0.1 1 1
1 X .  X .Since C acts trivially on L , then H C, L s Hom C, L , and the action1 1 1
 X .of G on Hom C, L is given by1
g ? f c s gf gy1cg , c g C , g g G. .  .  .
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Since L contains a submodule isomorphic to Y, there is an element1
m g L with the property that if g g G and gcgy1 s ck g for c g C, where1
k is an integer prime to p, theng
gm ' k m mod pL . .g 1
X  .  . XPick m f pL , and let m s 1rp m m q L g Q m L rL s L . De-p1 1 Z 1 1 1p
 X .  . Xfine the non-zero element f of Hom C, L by f c s m .1
 .For g g G pick an integer j such that j k ' 1 mod p . Then sinceg g g
gcgy1 s ck g , we have gy1cg s c jg and
g ? f c s gf gy1cg s gf c jg s k j mX s mX s f c . .  .  .  . . g g
 X .G 1 X .GIt follows that f g Hom C, L . Thus H C, L / 0, and the proof is1 1
complete.
Proof of Theorem 2. First, suppose that C is normal in G. We have just
G 2 .shown that the summand L of ind Z which satisfies H G, L / 0 is1 C p 1
the one such that L contains the F G-module Y. Since L considered as ap1 1
Z GrC-module is projective, it is the projective cover of the F GrC-mod-p p
 .ule Y. Now drop the assumption that C is normal in G, and let N s N C .G
2 .We have the Z N-module L just described, with H N, L / 0. Usingp 1 1
w x G Xthe Green correspondence 5, p. 112 we have ind L s X [ X , where XN 1
has vertex C, and each summand of X X has vertex in C l C g for some
g g G, g f N so each summand of X X is projective. Then
indGZ s indG L [ [ L ( X [ X X [ [ indG L . .  .C p N 1 i/1 i i/1 N i
2 G . 2 .and since H G, ind L ( H N, L s 0 if i / 1, we see that X isN i i
G 2 .isomorphic to the summand of ind Z such that H G, X / 0. ThisC p
completes the proof.
 .Proof of Theorem 1. Let N s N C . The Z N-module Y is the trivialG p
module if and only if N acts trivially on C, that is, the normalizer and
centralizer of C in G are the same. Since the Scott module is the
summand containing the trivial module, the result follows from Theo-
rem 2.
3
w xFor any finite group G, Vasquez 8 has shown that there is an integer
 .n G with the property that any torsion-free space group G with point
group G has a factor group which is also a torsion-free space group and
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 .whose translation subgroup has Z-rank F n G . Vasquez claimed that he
knew nothing about this number other than its existence, except that it is 1
w xif G has prime order. In 1 it is proved that if G is a p-group, then
 . < <n G s  G : C . As an application of Theorem 2, we show thatC g X
 .  .n A s 16. As far as we know, this is the first calculation of n G for a5
group which is not a p-group.
Suppose that G is any finite group, and that L is a ZG-lattice and
2 .a g H G, L is special. Let C be a subgroup of G of order p. Then by
w x Gthe proof of 1, Theorem 1 , there is a map f : L ª ind Z such thatC
G U . U  .res f a / 0. Let f a s b. Find the Z G-module M as in TheoremC p 1
G 2 .2 above, such that M is a direct summand of ind Z and H G, M / 0.1 C p 1
Assume that there exists a ZG-lattice M which is a homomorphic image of
G ind Z such that M ( Z m M. As we shall see, this assumption holdsC 1 p Z
for all three C's when G s A ; in general, we may have to replace M by a5 1
sum of its algebraic conjugates in order to get a Q-valued character, and
then add the resulting module to itself several times to overcome a Schur
.index problem. We have the following commutative diagram:
H 2 G, indGZ ª H 2 G, M ª H 2 C, M .  . .C
x x x
2 G 2 2H G, ind Z ªH G, M ªH C, M . .  . .C p 1 1
The left-most vertical arrow is an isomorphism, since by Shapiro's Lemma
the left-hand cohomology groups are both isomorphic to C. We want to
2 .show that the image of b in the top right group H C, M is not 0; this is
2 .true, since the image of b in the bottom right group H C, M does not1
vanish.
 .Since we shall do this for each C g X , denote M by M C . For each
 . G  .C g X , we have a homomorphism c C : ind Z ª M C such that theC
G 2 Ã  ..image of res b is not zero in H G, M C . Then setting M sC
Ã .[ M C , we see that there is a homomorphism from L to M such thatC g X
2 Ã .  .the image of a in H G, M is special. This shows that n G F
 . rank M C .C g X
Let G be the alternating group A . There are exactly 3 subgroups of5
prime order, up to conjugacy, of orders 2, 3, 5, respectively. There are 5
irreducible complex characters of G, x , x , x X , x , and x , whose degrees1 3 3 4 5
we have denoted by their subscripts.
 .First, consider the subgroup C of order 5. The normalizer N s N CG
has order 10, and an element of N which is not in C acts on C by
Ä Äinversion. Let Y be the rank 1 free Z-module, with N acting on Y by
having C act trivially and an element of N y C acting by multiplication by
Ä Gy1. Let Y s Z m Y; consider the Z G-module ind Y, which has Z -rank5 Z 5 N 5
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6. If it is not indecomposable, then it must decompose as indG Y s X [ X ,N 1 2
where X is a projective Z G-module; but then the Z -rank of X is2 5 5 2
divisible by 5, so it is exactly 5, and hence the rank of X is 1. But the only1
rank 1 Z G module is the trivial module, and X is the Green correspon-5 1
dent of Y, which is not trivial. Hence indG Y is indecomposable. ItsC
character is x q x X which is the character of an irreducible QG-module3 3
X G Ä .  .since x is the algebraic conjugate of x . Let M 5 s ind Y .3 3 N
Next, let C have order 3; its normalizer N has order 6, and as in the
Äp s 5 case, an element of N y C acts on C by inversion. Let Y be the
rank 1 free Z-module with x in N y C acting by multiplication by y1, and
Ä G Glet Y s Z m Y, so ind Y has Z -rank 10. The character of ind Y is3 Z N 3 N
x q x q x X ; since x q x X is the character of the projective Z G-mod-4 3 3 3 3 3
 . Gule Z m M 5 , it follows that ind Y s X [ X where X is projective3 Z C 1 2 2
 .and X has character x . We have M 5 isomorphic to a sublattice of1 4
G Ä .  .ind Y ; let M 3 be the factor lattice, which has rank 4.C
Now let C have order 2. Its normalizer N is the Klein four group, which
acts trivially on C. Then Y s indN Z , and indG Y s indGZ , which hasC 2 N C 2
rank 30. In order to decompose this, note that C normalizes a subgroup C5
of order 5, and let K denote the semi-direct product of C and C. First5
K  .decompose ind Z , which has rank 5, and whose character is the trivialC 2
character of K plus two complex characters c and c X, each of degree 2,
each in a 2-block of K of defect 0. Then c q c X is the character of a
projective Z K-module. Now induce indK Z to G; we get indG Z [ P,2 C 2 K 2
where P is a projective Z G-module. If indG decomposes, its indecompos-2 K
able summands would have vertices contained in C and hence even rank;
but indG Z has character x q x , and both x and x have odd degree.K 2 1 5 1 5
Hence indG Z is indecomposable and is isomorphic to the Green corre-K 2
N  . Gspondent of ind Z . Let M 2 s ind Z.C 2 K
Ã  .  .  .Now let M s M 5 [ M 3 [ M 2 . It follows from the analysis above
2 Ã .that there exists a special element g g H G, M , and that if L is a
2 .ZG-lattice with a special element a g H G, L , then there is a map
Ã U 2 Ã .  .  .f : L ª M such that f a is special in H G, M . Hence n G F
Ãrank M s 16.
 .In order to show that n G s 16, we proceed as follows. Suppose that L
Ã  .is a ZG-lattice and that there is a map f : M ª L with f g special in
2 .H G, L , and that the kernel M of f is not 0. Then M is a pure0 0
Ãsublattice of M, and we may assume that Q m M is an irreducibleZ 0
 .  .  .QG-module. Therefore M must be M 5 , M 3 , or a sublattice of M 2 . If0
 . U  .M s M 5 , then the restriction of f g to a subgroup of order 5 would0
 .  .be 0; similarly, M cannot be M 3 . So M is a sublattice of M 2 , and its0 0
 . 2  ..character is either x or x . Let b 2 g H G, M 2 be the image of g1 5
Ã  .coming from the projection of M of M 2 , and we are assuming that if we
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 . 2  . .take the image of b 2 in H G, M 2 rM and restrict to a subgroup C0 2
of order 2 we do not get 0. If the character of M is x , we would get a0 5
2 .non-trivial element of H G, Z , which is impossible, since G is perfect. So
it remains to consider the possibility that M is the trivial ZG-lattice Z0
 . Gcontained in M 2 s ind Z.K
2 .Let us change the discussion, for ZG-lattices L, from H G, L to
1 .  . XH G, Q m LrL . We shall denote Q m L rL by L . Corresponding to
 .  .X 1  .X.b 2 , we have b 2 g H G, M 2 , with the restriction to C of the2
 .X 1   . .X.  . Gimage of b 2 in H G, M 2 rM not 0. We have M 2 s ind Z, and0 K
1  .X. 1 .  .H G, M 2 ( H K, QrZ s Hom K, QrZ ( Zr2Z. A non-zero ele-
1 .  .  .ment of H K, QrZ is given by the cocycle s c s 1r2, s d s 0, if
 :  :  .XC s d , and C s c . We will find a 1-cocycle t representing b 2 ,5 2
corresponding to s under the isomorphism of Shapiro's lemma. Pick a set
U of coset representatives of K in G, let g be in G, and suppose that
 .gu s u ¨ , for u g U, where u g U and ¨ g K ; then t g s  ug ug g g u ugU g
 . G  .ms ¨ g ind QrZ . We pick U as follows: 1, an element n in theg u K
normalizer N of C with n f C , then x, cx, y, cy, for certain x, y.2 2
The C submodule M of indG QrZ generated by x m QrZ and cx m2 x K
C2 1 .QrZ is isomorphic to ind QrZ, hence H C , M s 0; a similar result1 2 x
holds for the C submodule M generated by y m QrZ and cy m QrZ.2 y
 .Let us compute t c . If u s 1, then cu s c1 s 1c, so u s 1 and ¨ s c.c cu
 .If u s n, then cu s cn s nc, and u s n, ¨ s c. Thus t c s 1 m 1r2c cu
q n m 1r2 q m q m for some elements m g M and m g M . Wex y x x y y
have the exact sequence
H 1 C , M X ª H 1 C , resG indG QrZ ª H 1 C , resG indG QrZ rM . .  . .  .2 0 2 C K 2 C K 02 2
w xLet t be the restriction of t to C. In order to show that t gC C
1 G G .H C , res ind QrZ maps to 0 in the right-hand term, let us show that2 C K2w xt is in the image of the left-hand term. Define the 1-cocycle given byC
 . w xm c s  u m 1r2; then m is in the image of the left-hand map, sinceugU
X G X  4M is the trivial submodule of ind QrZ, so M s  u m q : q g QrZ .0 K 0 ugU
Subtracting m from t , we get a 1-cocycle on C with values in M q M ,2 x y
w x 1 G  .X.and hence the cohomology class t y m g H C , res M 2 is 0. ThisC 2 C
 . 1   . .X.shows that if we restrict the image of b 2 in H G, M 2 rM to C we0 2
 .get 0, and hence n G s 16.
Another application of our results is to find, for a given point group G, a
torsion-free space group, having trivial centre, with translations L having
 .  . 2  ..rank d G as small as possible. Let b 2 g H G, M 2 be an element
 . Gwhose restriction to C is not 0. Since M 2 s ind Z, there is a map2 K
 .  .f : M 2 ª Z; let its kernel be L 2 . There is an exact sequence
H 2 G, L 2 ª H 2 G, M 2 ª H 2 G, Z .  .  . .  .
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2 . 2  ..and since H G, Z s 0, we get an element of H G, L 2 whose restric-
 .  .  .tion to C is not 0. Set M s M 5 [ M 3 [ L 2 . Then we have a special2
2 .  .element in H G, M , and it follows that d A F rank M s 15. It is5
w x  .  w x .shown in 4 that d A s 15. See also 6 .5
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